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a b s t r a c t

The performance and stability of a hydrogen-driven polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell stack (6-cell
PEFC stack) are investigated with regard to pore flooding within the gas diffusion layers (GDLs). Two
short stacks with various GDLs (Toray TGP-H-060 untreated and laser-perforated) were characterized
at different operating conditions by several characterization techniques such as constant current load,
polarization curve, chronoamperometry and chronovoltammetry. The experimental results reveal that
eywords:
roton exchange membrane fuel cell
EFC stack
iquid water transport
looding
aser perforation

the perforation of the cathode GDLs improves the water transport in the porous media and thus the
performance as well as the stability of the operating stack in medium and high current density range. A
reduced pore flooding is verified when using the customized laser-perforated GDLs. The GDL perforation
has a huge potential to balance the inhomogeneous in-plane saturation conditions between the inlet
and outlet area of the cell and to compensate to a certain degree the effects of temperature distribution
within a stack regarding the water management.
as diffusion layer

. Introduction

The gas diffusion layer (GDL) in a fuel cell is a specially engi-
eered porous media that combines a variety of basic tasks of
uidic, electric and thermal management [1]. As the name implies
he GDL is responsible for a homogeneous distribution of the reac-
ants by diffusion from the gas channel placed in the bipolar plate
o the active catalyst layer. It is also needed for the removal of
he reaction heat and the products which can be in gaseous or liq-
id phase depending on the operating conditions. Additionally, the
DL provides the pathway for the electrons and gives the mem-
rane electrode assembly (MEA), sandwiched between two GDLs,
echanical stability. To fulfill all these different tasks the GDL
aterial has to be thermal and electric conductive with a complex

orous micro-structure.
In general, three main types of carbon fiber substrates are

mployed as gas diffusion layer in polymer electrolyte membrane
uel cells (PEFCs): carbon paper, carbon cloth and carbon non-

oven [2]. The carbon fibers are relative good conductors but are
ot sufficiently hydrophobic to prevent pore flooding at wet condi-
ions [3]. Thus, GDLs are generally treated with a hydrophobic agent
uch as PTFE to improve the water expel out of the structure. Lit-
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erature data show that the optimal PTFE content spreads between
10% and 30% with regard to the operating conditions [4–7]. A too
high hydrophobic characteristic of the GDL prevents water stor-
age in the void space and thus can lead to membrane dehydration.
The sensible characteristics of the wetting properties show that the
GDL plays a pivotal role in the water management with still large
optimization potential. Due to the geometric constraints of the flow
field there are locally inevitable inhomogeneous conditions in the
fluid and heat transport that require different requests for the GDL
properties under the land and channel area.

In the work of Gerteisen et al. [8] the positive impact of a sys-
tematic GDL perforation on the performance of a small test fuel cell
with an active area of 1 cm2 is reported. The laser-cut holes with a
diameter of approximately 80 �m are spaced along the channel at a
distance of 1 mm. A comparison with a standard, non-modified GDL
shows that the performance with the perforated GDL suffers less
from accumulated liquid water. The cathode overpotential shows
less limitation of the oxygen transport. An increase in the limit-
ing current density of 8–22% with the perforated GDL has been
achieved. A comparison of chronoamperometry data shows clearly
reduced overshoot behavior, ending in a higher current density
value in case of the perforated GDL. This highlights the achievement

of less pore flooding and an enhanced water transport in the GDL.
These results show that the potential to optimize the GDL struc-
ture with regard to liquid water transport, resulting in a reduced
water accumulation and minimized oxygen diffusion limitation, is
still very large.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:dietmar.gerteisen@ise.fraunhofer.de
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.03.021
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Table 1
Through-plane and in-plane permeabilities of gas diffusion layers determined by Lattice-Bolzmann flow simulations [10] and measurements [9].

Permeability In-plane Through-plane

Simulated Measured Simulated Measured
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Toray TGP-H090 11.5 · 10−12 m2 15
SGL10BA 30.9 · 10−12 m2 60

For improving the liquid water removal out of the GDL, two
hysical properties of the GDL indicate the good potential of the
erforation technique:

Experimental data of Gostick et al. [9] proved by simulation
results of Schulz et al. [10] show that the in-plane permeabil-
ity of liquid water in the GDL is up to twice as much than the
through-plane permeability due to the preferred orientation of
the carbon fibers (Table 1).
The smaller the pore radius rp of a hydrophobic porous structure
(contact angle � > 90◦), the higher is the essential water pressure
pH2O to fill these pores (according to the capillary pressure pc

defined by Young–Laplace equation
pH2O − pair > pc = r−1

p 2 � cos[�]).

Therefore, providing well-orientated water transport channels
WTCs) in the GDL structure that have larger radii than the mean
ore size distribution can improve the liquid water transport from
he catalyst layer towards the flow field.

Fig. 1 shows schematically the concept of the water transport
nhancement by GDL perforation. Water is generated by the ORR
n the CCL and dragged by the protons from the anode side. The

ater accumulates in the porous structure of the CL, resulting in
n increasing liquid water pressure. The existing pressure gradient
orces the water out of the CL into the GDL. Here, the water follows
he path with the lowest resistance, which is the path with the high-

st permeability, the in-plane direction. Several water pathways in
maller pores combine to one pathway in a larger pore in order to
educe the water pressure. At the end the water finds a way out of
he GDL but with a high tortuosity. Additionally, the rib structure
f the flow field, that generally covers about the half of the GDL

Fig. 1. Schematic of the liquid water transport w
m2 7.4 · 10−12 m2 8.99 · 10−12 m2

m2 21.1 · 10−12 m2 37.4 · 10−12 m2

area, impedes the direct water removal since some pathways lead
to dead-end, clogging the GDL in this region.

By means of the laser perforation technique, WTCs with a
desired radius can be generated on favored local positions. Due
to the high in-plane permeability, the WTCs act as water collect-
ing points from the surroundings. The water fills the WTCs and is
forced to move towards the flow field where it evaporates or get
carried away by the air stream. Therefore the water saturation in
the natural structure of the GDL is reduced, leading to an improved
oxygen access to the CL.

The performance improvement in the single cell experiments
due to a better water removal of the modified GDL motivates the
transfer of the laser perforation technique from a single cell to
a industrial relevant stack for portable applications. An already
existing 6-cell stack (see Fig. 2) was chosen for characterizing the
influence of GDL perforation concerning flooding phenomena.

2. Experimental and discussion

2.1. Preparation of the GDL

A standard Toray paper (TGP-H-060, thickness 190 � m) is mod-
ified by producing large pores (water transport channels, WTCs)
with a tortuosity of one for the capillary diffusion of liquid water,
so that the water can diffuse without requiring large pressure gra-
dients. A detailed description of the GDL perforation by a laser beam

and the advantage of this technique is given in [8].

2.1.1. Fuel cell stack and operating conditions
The stack consists of graphite compound bipolar plates with

an active area of 30.87 cm2 per cell, in which on both sides,

ith and without water transport channel.
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2.2.1. Constant current load
As mentioned before the air cooling system is not able to achieve

a homogeneous temperature distribution throughout the stack. The
ig. 2. A 6-cell stack was used to investigate the effects of GDL perforation on the
erformance.

athode and anode, a double-channel serpentine flow field is
achined to deliver the reactants across the active area homo-

eneously. Similar to the single cell experiments [8], MEAs from
oreTM (PRIMEA® Series 5510, loadingc/a: 0.4/0.4 mg cm−2, thick-
ess: 35 �m) were assembled. This time, GDLs of type Toray
GP-H060 with a thickness of 190 �m (instead of 280 �m, used
n the single cell experiments) were investigated since this kind
f GDL is originally attached and well characterized for this
tack.

Again, only the cathode GDLs were modified by laser treatment.
TCs with the same diameter of approximately 80 �m are placed

eneath the channel along the serpentine flow field with a pitch
f 1 mm, leading to approximately 950 holes over the entire GDL
rea. Fig. 3 shows a drawing of the flow field with the position of
he WTCs.

The stack temperature is regulated with a controllable fan, blow-
ng through cooling channels that are visible in Fig. 2. Such an air
ooling system is not able to achieve a homogeneous temperature
istribution throughout the stack.

The outer cells (cell #1 and #6) are mostly cooler than the inner
ells due to the additional heat dissipation via the end plates and
he fact that only one adjacent cell acts as heat source. A further
rawback of air cooling compared to water cooling (like in the
ingle cell experiments) is the limited cooling capacity that compli-
ates the temperature control. Thus, in the following experiments
ither a constant cooling capacity by a constant fan power was
djusted, leading to relatively high temperature differences for high
nd low load, or the temperature was controlled, leading to some
emperature oscillations of ±1 ◦ C caused by the control. The stack
emperature was measured by thermo couples on the surface of the
ipolar plate in the middle of the stack. On the anode side, the stack
as operated in “open end” mode (no recirculation of unutilized
ydrogen).

A potentiostat from Zentro (EL 3000/60/ 125) with a maximum
urrent capability of 125 A and a voltage range up to 60 V was used

or the experiments. A single cell voltage tap is embedded on the
tack to assign the monitored flooding event to the specific cells in
he stack. A more detailed description of the stack, its performance
nd the test bench is given in Shimpalee et al. [11].
r Sources 195 (2010) 5252–5257

Several characterization techniques on different operating con-
ditions were applied to investigate the influence of the GDL
perforation on the water management:

• Constant current load. The cell was operated in galvanostatic mode
at a constant current of 22 A (approximately 0.65 A cm−2) that
corresponds to a single cell voltage in the range of 0.5–0.6 V which
is the optimal operating point concerning the interplay of power
density, efficiency and stability for this stack in a system. In this
mode a stable operation is desired with less purge events.1 The
mass flow controls of air and hydrogen were adjusted to a sto-
ichiometry (�) of 2.5 on the cathode side and 1.5 on the anode
side. Both gases were humidified to a dew point of 35 ◦ C (as in all
further stack experiments). The stack temperature was controlled
to 63 ◦ C by two fans.

• Polarization curve. Starting from OCV, the load was increased step-
wise by 2 A until the single cell voltages reached a value of about
0.4 V. Then the experiment was stopped to prevent irreversible
degradation since the voltages became unstable. Every current
point was maintained for 5 min. A stoichiometry of �air = 2.5 and
�H2 = 1.5 was chosen. At the beginning of each current step a
purge event was initiated. The stack temperature was controlled
to 63 ◦ C by the fan.

• Chronoamperometry. The stack voltage was stepped between
4.8 V and 3.6 V. To ensure repeatability 10 cycles were performed,
whereby every voltage level was maintained for 200 s. The mass
flow rates were set to V̇air = 4.3 l min−1 and V̇H2 = 1 l min−1. Since
the temperature control is not able to fix a constant tempera-
ture for such high dynamic load changes, a continuous cooling
power was adjusted by setting a constant fan voltage. Hence, the
stack temperature increased with increasing current density due
to increased reaction and ohmic heat. The higher temperature
has a promotive effect to prevent flooding events since the sat-
uration pressure increases with temperature that makes a direct
comparison of two relaxation curves with different temperatures
difficult.

• Chronovoltammetry. The stack current was stepped between 10 A
and 15 A. 10 cycles were applied, whereby every current level was
maintained for 200 s. Again, mass flow rates of V̇air = 4.3 l min−1

and V̇H2 = 1 l min−1 were adjusted and the same constant fan
voltage for cooling as for the chronoamperometry was chosen.

Since the increased reaction and ohmic heat at higher current
density causes a higher stack temperature which in turn results
in an improved oxygen reduction reaction, higher evaporation
rates and a better oxygen diffusivity due to a lowered saturation
of the porous media, an amplifying effect between temperature
and current increase is activated that makes the separation of
the influence of the GDL perforation and temperature effects dif-
ficult. By applying chronovoltammetry, the same current density
steps are given for both stacks and hence more or less the same
heat sources. Therefore, the temperature of Stackperf should be at
least the same as Stackorg or even lower if the fuel cell losses are
decreased by GDL perforation and thus the amplifying temper-
ature effect of performance / heating does no longer exist with
this measurement technique.

2.2. Characterization of a modified GDL in a fuel cell stack
1 Purge event: the gas flow rates were automatically increased to V̇air = 15 l min−1

and V̇H2 = 3.5 l min−1 for a period of 5 s by the stack control to carry out water if a
maximum voltage difference of 120 mV between the cells was exceeded.
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the positi

xisting temperature gradient from the cooler outer cells to the
armer cells inside the stack leads to inhomogeneous humidifi-

ation conditions since the saturation, correlated with the relative
umidity of the air, is a strong function of the temperature. Thus,
temperature variation of few degrees Celcius along the stack can

ead to supersaturation of the gases in the outer cells whereby the
ater pressure is still below the saturation pressure in the inner

ells. In the outer cells further evaporation of the generated water is
uppressed and condensation of vapor starts leading to liquid water
ccumulation in the porous media and in the flow field structure.
hus, the outer cells tend to flood rather than the inner cells. There-
ore it is expected that the GDL perforation has a huge advantage
specially for the outer cells.

Fig. 4 shows the cell voltages of an outer cell (cell #1) and an
nner cell (cell #3) at a constant current of 22 A for a period of
early 30 min for a stack with modified and non-modified GDL. For
he sake of clarity not all single cell voltages are shown, but it can
e stated that cell #3 is representative for all inner cells and that
he characteristic of cell #1 is similar to cell #6. In the following
nly these two representative voltages are analyzed to determine
he influence of the two temperature extremes within these cells.
dditionally, the measured stack temperature is plotted.

First of all, it can be seen that the cells within the stack with per-
orated cathodic GDLs (Stackperf) show higher voltages than the cell
ithin the stack with the original GDLs (Stackorg). The voltage of the
nner cell of the Stackperf shows a stable value of about 0.575 V, com-
ared to 0.53 V of the inner cells of Stackorg. Critical are the unstable
oltages of the outer cells of both stacks, but again Stackperf shows
he higher value. It can be clearly seen that the voltages of the outer

ig. 4. Stability test of both stacks at a constant load of 22 A shows a higher voltage
evel and less cell voltage breaks in case of perforated GDLs than with the original
nes.
d size of the holes along the flow field.

cells are responsible for the activation of the air flow pulse by the
stack control to prevent a dramatical collapse of the cell voltage.
During the shown time of about 30 min four air flow pulses were
required to prevent dramatical performance breaks for Stackorg,
whereas only one pulse after 1400 s was sufficient for Stackperf.
This shows that Stackperf suffers less on accumulated liquid
water.

The temperatures of both measurements were controlled to
63 ◦C, whereby an alternating temperature of about ±0.5 ◦ C could
not be avoided by the temperature control. This small temperature
deviation couples with the cell voltages, especially of the voltage
of the outer cells, that highlights a high sensitivity of the water
management with the temperature in this operating point.

2.2.2. Polarization curve
Voltage–current curves of the problematic cell #1 within

Stackorg and Stackperf are shown in Fig. 5. The stack was oper-
ated in galvanostatic mode. The black/red marks in the polarization
curves are all the measured voltage data within the 5 min current
step.

Two features are evidently, on the one hand the cell voltage
of Stackperf decreases slower with increasing current density than
that of Stackorg which results in a higher current density. On the
other hand the variance of the cell voltages of Stackorg is much
higher than for Stackperf indicating an improved water manage-
ment of Stackperf. It is noticeable that the voltage at 0.65 A cm−2 is
most stable for both stacks. The reason is the temperature control
by air cooling that is less stable for low current densities where

the heat generation is small. Up to a current density of 0.65 A cm−2

the control causes temperature variations of 2 ◦ C that results in
small voltage variations (approximately 5 mV). The small tem-
perature variation seems to encourage flooding also in the low

Fig. 5. A comparison of polarization curves of cell #1 between Stackorg and Stackperf.
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Fig. 6. The voltage of cell #1 versus time is visualized for both stacks.

urrent density region that is more pronounced in the measure-
ents of Stackorg. At a current density of 0.65 A cm−2 and above,

he temperature control is more stable, which is visible in slightly
maller voltage variations. With a further increase in current den-
ity Stackorg tends more and more to flood, measured in the voltage
ecrease.

The same data as used for Fig. 5 are plotted as voltage-time
urve in Fig. 6, where some current steps are marked by arrows
in A cm−2). The plot shows clearly the periodic instable oper-
tion of Stackorg, beginning at a current density of 0.45 A cm−2.
oltage plateaus for the different current steps are not visible any-
ore. The voltage of Stackperf is nearly stable up to 0.91 A cm−2

ith only a slight decrease over time. This experiments show
hat the GDL perforation improves the stack performance and
tability.

.2.3. Chronoamperometry
The current relaxation on a voltage step is investigated for both

tacks in Fig. 7.
The stack voltage was switched between 4.8 V and 3.6 V that

orresponds to an average voltage step per single cell of 800 mV

nd 600 mV, comparable to the single cell experiments. A distinct
nhancement of the current density was achieved especially at low
oltages. The characteristics of the relaxation curves are similar to
he measurements with the small single cell [8]. A small overshoot

ig. 7. The current response on voltage step changes between 4.8 V and 3.6 V differ
learly between the stack with untreated and perforated GDLs.
Fig. 8. Chronovoltammetry measurements show a better performance of Stackperf

despite of a lower stack temperature.

is visible on stepping from 4.8 V to 3.6 V which can be explained by
a temporally delayed increase of the saturation related to the cur-
rent increase, resulting in increasing mass transport limitations.
The experiments were made with a constant (non-controlled) air
cooling, thus the temperature rises about 11 ◦ C (Stackorg) and
18 ◦ C (Stackperf). The higher current density of Stackperf causes
higher heat production, resulting in a higher stack temperature. The
increased temperature in turn improves the reaction kinetics and
reduces the saturation by higher evaporation rates. Thus, the direct
comparison has to be treated with respect. Nevertheless, the WTCs
have a positive influence on the water management and therefore
on the fuel cell stack performance because the operating conditions
of both experiments were equal.

2.2.4. Chronovoltammetry
To elude the chicken or the egg causality dilemma of current and

temperature, a similar experiment was made in galvanostatic mode
where the stack current was switched between 10 A and 15 A. Gal-
vanostatic measurements have the advantage of comparable heat
generation because the current determines the ohmic and the reac-
tion heat, which are the main heat sources in fuel cells [12]. In Fig. 8
the cell voltage response on current steps shows a better perfor-
mance for the Stackperf again. An enhancement of about 50–60 mV
in cell voltage was achieved at 15 A. Every fuel cell loss such as
ohmic, mass and charge transfer loss causes an increase in the elec-
trode overpotential which in turn increase the heat generation at
a certain current density. Thus, an increased mass transport of the
reactants leads to a lower temperature at that certain current den-
sity. Since a lower temperature provoke higher relative humidity
and increased condensation, leading to a higher saturation of the
porous media, Stackperf should show a lower performance from
that point of view. For this reason, a performance improvement
due to a temperature effect can be excluded, since the temper-
ature of Stackperf is lower than Stackorg in this experiment. The
lower temperature of Stackperf indicates a lower heat generation
due to an improved mass transport. Consequently, one can claim
that the temperature effect is not the determining influence for
the improved performance for both experiments and thus can be
attributed to the GDL perforation by improving the water transport
from the CL via the GDL to the channel.
2.3. Discussion

The restructuring of a cathode GDL by laser perforation tech-
nique was effectually transferred from a small test cell (see [8])
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o a fuel cell stack with relevant size for portable applications.
he shown experimental results reveal that the GDL perforation
mproves the performance as well as the stability of an operating
tack in the medium and high current density range. A reduced pore
ooding is definitely verified when using the customized GDLs. The
roblems caused by an inhomogeneous temperature distribution
hroughout the cells within the stack, leading to water manage-

ent problems for the cooler outer cells, is still visible for both
tacks. However, the drastic collapses in performance observed in
he outer cells of the unmodified stack could be reduced by the GDL
erforation leading to less purge events.

By using perforated cathode GDLs, a lowered saturation of the
orous media leads to a reduced water back diffusion to the anode
ide which in turn can increase the time interval between anode
urge events. This improves the hydrogen utilization and thus the
ystem efficiency. The more stable operation with the perforated
DLs leads to a easier stack control.

The restructuring of GDLs within the stack was applied with
he same strategy as for the single cell. The WTCs were located
eneath the channel structure with the same diameter and
itch. Because the hole arrangement, shape and size has not
een optimized yet, hidden potential for the water management

mprovement is assumed by this technique. In-plane inhomo-
eneities due to temperature, reactant and vapor concentration
ould be compensated to a certain degree by, e.g. graduated

TC pitch or size. The resulting problems of the outer cells
ue to their lower temperature could be minimized by dif-

erentiating the perforating strategy between inner and outer
ells. Combining structured GDLs with unstructured or structured
PLs together with selective hydrophobizing/philizing of some

arts of the GDL show promise of achieving an optimized GDL
esign.

[

[

[
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3. Conclusion

PEM fuel cell stack measurements show an improved liquid
water transport from the catalyst layer towards the flow field
with laser-perforated cathodic GDLs. Performance as well as tran-
sient analysis show lower overpotential and higher stability in the
medium and high current density range with perforated GDLs that
can be clearly attributed to a minimized pore flooding. The potential
to optimize the GDL structure with regard to liquid water transport
is still very large since the arrangement of the WTCs and their design
has not been optimized yet.
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